As we understand your business is mostly about words, we not only translate words, we transform business in the world of words.
ABOUT US

Established in 2002 with the vision of providing world class multilingual translation solutions, by a highly proficient team of Professional Translators from across the world, TridIndia IT Translation Services is a CRISIL-Rated and ISO 9001-2008 certified, registered Private Limited Company, that has become a name to reckon with in the field of Global Translation Services today.

We are proud of our well-devised screening procedures that enable us to carefully handpick our translators based on their language proficiency, translation skills, creativity, native experience and well-grounded understanding of native cultures and traditions, thereby yielding impeccable, certified and context-specific translation services in more than 50 languages.

Backed by a team of over 3000 accredited, energetic translators across the globe, qualified proof readers, DTP experts and dynamic project managers dedicated to provide fast, efficient turnovers and exceptional services, Team TridIndia cherishes the high quality translation services it has rendered to clients across India, USA, UAE, France, Singapore, Russia, Ukraine and Algeria for over 10 years.

For further details, please log on to our website www.tridindia.com
OUR LINGUISTIC EXPERTISE

We have expertise in executing seamless translation services in over 50 languages, with a key focus on the following Indian and Foreign Languages

**Indian Languages**

- Assamese | Bengali | Bodo | Gujarati | Hindi | Kannada | Konkani
- Malayalam | Marathi | Nepali | Oriya | Punjabi | Tamil | Telugu | Urdu

**Foreign Languages**

- Arabic | Albanian | Bahasa | Belarusian | Bulgarian | Chinese | Croatian
- Czech | Danish | Dutch | Farsi | Finnish | French | Georgian | German | Greek
- Hebrew | Hungarian | Italian | Japanese | Kazakh | Korean | Polish | Portuguese | Romanian
- Russian | Spanish | Swedish | Swahili | Thai | Turkish | Turkmen | Ukrainian | Uzbek | Vietnamese

For future details, please log on to our website www.tridindia.com
OUR AREAS OF EXPERTISE

Leaflets Translation
Technical Translation
Press Release Translation
Book Translation
Business Presentation Material Translation
Annual Reports Translation
Training Manual Translation
Legal Translation
User manual Translation
Packaging Translation
Brochure Translation
Medical Translation
Product Manual Translation
Software Localization
Direct Marketing Material Translation
Financial translation
Website Translation

For future details, please log on to our website www.tridindia.com
OUR MULTI-FACETED APPROACH TO TRANSLATION

At TridIndia, we firmly believe that translation is not merely a straightforward mechanical process but rather a multi-faceted team endeavour. Our approach to translation is encompassed in the following checklist:-

- Source and Target Languages with their specific variants if any
- Sector or field of Translation
- Geographical area and profile of end-user
- Checking for legal obligations or appropriateness if any
- Purpose or objective of translation
- Turnover  Time Frame
- Specific Requirements pertaining to style, terminology, brand message
- Retention of finesse, nuances, idioms, phrases, cultural appropriateness
- Coordination of appropriate resources
- Format of source text
- Desired format of output
- Research requirements (pertaining to localization, traditions, cultures etc)
- Formatting of translated text
- Proofreading of formatted text to make it error-free
- Final Review by Project Manager
- Delivery and subsequently closing the loop with the client

For Furtle details, please log on to our website www.tridindia.com
A GLIMPSE INTO OUR PROCESSES

**PHASE 1: SPECIFICATION**
- Preliminary Discussion with Clients
- Careful review of words, specifications, formatting, deadline and other requirements
- Seeking necessary clarifications and quoting price.
- Client approves quotation and deadline.
- Project Manager assigns the project to concerned specialist team

**PHASE 2: TRANSLATION**
- Review of Original Document and all specifications by translator
- Preparation of appropriate Glossary
- Translation of text to prepare rough draft
- Review of nuances, idioms, phrases, specifications and cultural appropriateness
- Preparing final draft

**PHASE 3: EDITING**
- Review of format of original document by DTP Expert
- Reviewing the format requirement of final document as per client specifications
- Review of formatting requirements of particular field
- Formatting and editing of final draft based on above reviews
- Handing over the formatted draft for proofreading

**PHASE 4: PROOFREADING**
- Document undergoes proof reading by 2nd Native Professional Proof Reader.
- In case of any errors, Proof Reader discusses the same with the Translator.
- The agreed amendments are made in the document.

**PHASE 5: FINAL REVIEW**
- Proofread document passed onto Project Manager for final review
- Document is reviewed and any changes required are immediately notified to the team
- Changes (if any) are effected as per instructions

**PHASE 6: DELIVERY**
- Project Manager delivers the final document to client
- Client is requested to confirm whether all mentioned requirements have been met
- Loop Closure after positive revert from client

For further details, please log on to our website www.tridindia.com
OUR SERVICES

Translation being our core competency, we possess unmatched expertise in this field, executing and delivering immaculate translation services across a comprehensive range of sectors:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Technical Translation</th>
<th>Oil and Gas Industry Translation</th>
<th>Legal Translation</th>
<th>Translation of Certificates, Licenses and Patents</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Literary Translation</td>
<td>Media, Broadcasting and Press related Translation</td>
<td>Translation of Annual reports</td>
<td>Translation of Brochures and Prospects</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business Translation</td>
<td>Financial Translation</td>
<td>Commercial Translation</td>
<td>Educational Translation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medical Translation/ Clinical Research translation</td>
<td>Direct Marketing Material Translation</td>
<td>Chemical Translation</td>
<td>Scientific Translation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We have exclusive teams specializing in their respective fields to provide unmatched services.

For future details, please log on to our website www.tridindia.com
OUR SERVICES

INTERPRETATION

• Interpretation refers to the facilitation of communication between users of two different languages by an Interpreter who is well versed with both languages and has the ability to communicate the meaning of the conversation to both the parties effectively.

• The need for interpreters arise mostly in case of nationals from countries where English is not the Lingua Franca, for instance Russia, France or Japan.

• Therefore, for companies from these countries to expand abroad, the need for interpreters is a must.

• For effective interpretation, it is necessary that the context of the speech be understood and ideas be put across as accurately as possible, simultaneously adhering to social and cultural appropriateness.

• Our team of certified interpreters have been providing world class interpretation services in over 50 languages.

For further details, please log on to our website www.tridindia.com
OUR SERVICES

WEBSITE LOCALIZATION

• At TridIndia we localize your company’s website in a wide range of preferred languages to help you increase your global sales and gain a competitive edge over your rivals.

• TridIndia can design a brand new website or work on your current website transforming it into a global platform for you to reach out to multilingual audiences and communicate clearly and effectively.

• We operate by conducting ethnic translation and adaptation of the text, authenticating all the hypertext links, and transforming your website into a highly interactive platform to an extent that even your online inquiry forms, FAQ’s and order forms will be available in the applicable foreign language.

We work on the following formats:

PHP Array  PHP Define  Movable Type
Android Strings  CSV  YAML
Java,  PO
iPhone Strings etc

For Future details, please log on to our website www.tridindia.com
OUR SERVICES

SOFTWARE LOCALIZATION

• Localization planning, comprising form background duplication, source controller and file management, form and check repetitions, bug reversion, and virus-free excellent understanding.

• User interface components translation like dialogs, strings, error messages and menus, in addition we also provide user assistance elements translations like HELP, printed manuals, packaging and online documentation.

• Testing and quality assurance, together with function analysis, compatibility testing, usability testing, and localization testing.

The files types we support include:


For Furture details, please log on to our website www.tridindia.com
OUR SERVICES

MULTILINGUAL DTP

Consistency in design and presentation while translating multilingual brochures, user-manuals and other artwork package-designed documents is essential to retain originality in the final design, which is why our qualified team of experts uses a host of applications to bring the original design and layout into effect.

Our in-house DTP team is proficient enough to handle any language and operate over multiple layouts, using the most updated tools and techniques available for all DTP stages. We employ state-of-the art multilingual graphics, e-learning and publishing software, in deliverable formats best suited for your requirements.

Some applications that we work on include:

- Adobe In-design CS
- Adobe Frame maker
- QuarkXPress
- Adobe Illustrator
- Adobe Photoshop CS
- MS Word/Excel/Power point
- PDF to MS Word Convesions
- PDF to In-Design Conversions
- Quark to In-Design Conversions

For Furture details, please log on to our website www.tridindia.com
OUR SERVICES

DATA PROCESSING AND MANAGEMENT

TridIndia provides a wide range of Data Processing and Management Services as listed below:
Data entry, processing and conversion
Document Management Services
Databases Development and Updating Services
Data management services: business/corporate/online
Data entry work services
Digital Data Conversion Services
Hand written data entry and Typesetting Services
Document Conversion Services

Our efficient team of DTP Operators are qualified to handle a wide range of projects and yield high quality services at fast turnovers.

For Further details, please log on to our website www.tridindia.com
OUR VALUED CLIENTS

Angelique Int Ltd | Embassies | BFG International Ltd | BHEL
Concord Biotech Ltd | Continental Barefoot College | Creative Cartels | D & B | Edurite | Essar
Flowserve India | Fluor Heavy Engineering Corporation Ltd | HP | IndiaMart | Kamaz Vectra Motors Ltd
Larsen and Toubro Lohia Starlinger Ltd | Multitex Filtration | NIIT | Petrofac Int
Prescient Systems and Technologies Pvt Ltd | Quality Int Co Ltd | Rocksul Rockwool Insulation India
Sarla Technologies | Schneider Electric | Solaris Chemtech | Sulzer India Ltd | Siemens | Tata Consultancy Services
Tata Steel | THDC India Ltd | UOP India Pvt Ltd | US Embassy | Volvo Construction Equipment
VTI Instruments Pvt Ltd | 3W Networks FZ Co. | Metro Electric INDIA GLYCOLS LIMITED
Wizcraft International Entertainment (P) Ltd. | AMINES & PLASTICIZERS LTD. | Magnum Aviation Pvt. Ltd
Sundance Resources Ltd | Supermac Industries India Ltd

For Future details, please log on to our website www.tridindia.com
TridIndia IT Translation Services Pvt. Ltd.
Second Floor, Plot-19, Sector-5, Rajendra Nagar, Sahibabad, Ghaziabad (N.C.R.), Uttar Pradesh-201005

Phone No: 0120-4257803 / 4235455
Cell No: +91-8527599523, +919212707093, +919971941023, +919560277271

Email: info@tridindia.com / tridindia@gmail.com